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Coat:. 3 - 064 - CML - 28

The work under this contract, on the "Formation and the Subsequent

Behavior of Aerosols", began in February 1952, and terminated on

June 9, 1956« In all, there were 10 technical reports issued under

the auspices of this contract. One of these has been republished in

a Scientific Journal, and various other reports will be submitted

in the future for publication, or will serve as basis for such publications.

In addition to these reports, two papers were read at Scientific Society-

meetings, and two papers which did not appear previously as reports,

were published in Scientific Journals. There are also t^ro completed

papers which, however, were not yet in print at the time of writing

of this report. A list of repo" blications is appended.

Bibliograpr d of each research report.

^- Suisimary of ^^rk.

The work on this cont: ubdivided in three categories:

1. Study of the fori ' of aerosols

2. Study of problems of evaporation, condensation, and,

in general, of problems of change of phase.

3. Miscellaneous work on subjects ariaing in the study

under 1 and 2 above.





-ined in process of

\s work, both published and unpublished.

In connection with the study of the formation of aerosols, it

TiS shown that the notion of Taylor instability can be used to explain

3 desintegration of ace ed sheets into drops. A crude theory

,3 constructed, and
'

this theory was refined. Sheets of various

apes were conside:: i method for studying jets v/as devised,

d specific examples v/ere studied using this method.

The nnost important single result obtained in the study of problems

evapG condensation of drops was the development of

general rr. 3olvin^^ ^ roblems. This method applies

many fre or the heat (or diffusion) equation,

rsnd can be alsc . frae boundary problenns for

ions. Ur: .3 naethod, various specific

bjecta have - .-. lods have been also developed,

I
in particular V.: -Atic method.

The above ...^.^.-^--..vd work led to considerations which trans

-

38sed the iminedia of the project. In particular,

3 developed a method for solving certain integro -differential

iuations which arose in process of our work. This nnethod turned

* "•- • --r, be of wider applicability -^''. "-e continued to study it. Like-

the method for solving the free boundary problem for the heat

— • - -J ^3 useful in consideration of certain unsolved

3 in hydrodynainics and here also the applications





We now shall discuss various vopics in more detail.

1, Study of the Formation of Aerosols.

Our work proceeded under the assumption that accelerated

liquid sheets will, due to instabilities at their surfaces, break

into a spray of fine drops. A preliminary study of this effect is

reported in ref. ilj . More refined study confirms this conjecture;

see ref. 13J . "We derived there, in particular, a formula for the

size of drops produced by this mechanism. This and possible

other mechanisms were critically discussed in the first part of ref. \B. ,

and a more refined attack on the problem was proposed.

Further work in this direction concerns the refinement of the

proposed theories. A study of cylindrical and spherical sheets has

been made, but not reported. We also attenipted to study the effect

of viscosity as a possible agent for arresting instabilities. This

turned out to lead to rather unilluminating results and this study was

abandoned. In a later work, see ref. &(3, we considered the accelerated

sheet problem as an initial value --free boundary problem. We derived,

in particular, conditions under which the thin sheet theory, discussed

in ^ , holds, and showed that our attack leads to results including,

summarizing, and extending those obtained by several workers in

Viis field, in particular the Princeton group.

As a preliminary v/ork for study of the formation of jets and

prays, we devised a method for handling problems involving thin

nsteady heav>/ jets. This method, which is an extension of the shallow





Only two-dimenc

orkor ' - . -
-

1
__-.-^ '-- been attempted, h^

no* -

y the methodo of &] , we

considered '- ---'z theory of Jets Produced by Conical Nozzles, ref.
'"'

2. Study of Decay of Drops by Evaporation and Growth by Condensation

The study of a single drop is prelinriinary to any serious coneider^tion

of cloud behavior. We carried this study under the assumption that

evaporation (condensation) will occur in an undersaturated (oversaturated)

medium at perature. Some results on this subject are

reported in ref . ^ Th;_- .....re superseeded by stronger

results reported in discusses the proT

evaporation on the basi.^ -^^ ..... ...v ...v. ^_^v:...3din ClB and

using the tech 1 in U'; also ?, below. )

we consider the c- ""--"-t of condensation v/hich, although formally

ientical with iheiriiatical d-

a different ---* '^-*'- -- - '--n z discussion of results "^

procedure, but proofs are onnitted.

3. 7-. of Cloud Behavior

A proposed attack on thic is discussed in ref

Jo a good : jnation of the behavior of the cloud can be discussed

on the basis of a study of a singl in a confined medium. This

subject is considered in re' ^ results there are not sufficient!

v

:rplicit for practice obtained





tj /^.

anr

.s) problen^ .^en developed by L I. Kolodner

on the basis d| ":" lethod discussed in ref. |L3 . {This

work was not reported, but its reeulta have been communicated orally

to other workers in this field, at present at Camp Detrick, Md.

)

The object was to develop a macroscopic theory of cloud behavior

(i. e. , a theory based ona visualizaticn of the cloud as a collection

of drops). Although our method lead^* to expremely complicated

nnathematical problems, a reasonable simplification allows for an

ultimate statistical approach.

A third attack is due to J. B. Keller and has been improved

by P. D. Ritger. It is based on the quasistatic formulation of the

previous method. . There again our results were communicated only

oreilly.

A microscopic theory, in which the cloud is represented by a

continuous mass source distribution has been also under investi-- '^"' -'

4, Effect of He - nge of Phase

We fira. - ^e dimensional problem which cam be

solved explicitely, and e^ oration the ph non

of sublim.ation can occur if v jture is suffi.

close (although 3ezinf • While in the case

of a slab this is of litt_ ^-. -- - - a drop this phenomenon

may be of great importance due to low h :icity of the drop.

-pv^ ^^,-,--.1.^^ ^r .-', . "-^op has aloo besn considered on the basis of the





sthodkj ol re Here we got only approximate results and

icir evaluation is pending.

ial ca: ' '211 solved eicactly but this result

: not believed to be case.

In this caise one assumes that " ' its of conduction and

diffusion are numerically equi. the drop itself is at a constant

temperature. The former assumption is approximately true for

waterdrops but the latter may lead to erroneous conclusions.

Ouasistatic methods have been also used to study these problems,

in particular by J. B. KesUer and W. Miranker.

5. Miscellaneous Subjects

a) A method for solving the free boundary problem for the heat equ3.tion

This method has been developed while studying the problem

of drop evaporation. It consists in a reduction of the problem

to an integro -differential equation for the boundary which then

must be solved. See ref. ^"Q and Q.J . Various problems

have been attacked on the basis of this method, in particular

those discussed in 2, 3, and 4 above. In addition to these

we considered a number of related problems like the Genera:

Stefan Problem, the classical problems of Freezing of a Lake

of Finite Depth and that of Solidification of Terrestrial Crust,

and the Motion of Gas Bubbles in Water ("Seltzer" Theory).

The work on first of these is complete {by W. Miranker) and

awaits publication.





. by J. B. Keller and his coUabor-

'e been applied as mentioned in 2, 3, and 4

c' . - -
- , , . ': i Free Boun f

"^

roblem for Lapl-

T. Jped in connection with a) above. See :

section 7. To test this method we studied the problem of

SoAitary Wave as a preliminary to more difficult consid;

J arising in study of problems discussed in ) above.

B. Epstein obtained son resting though inconclusiv its

concern Problem.

d) A Method for Solv ^ qua'i'ions .

This method orig in connection with t

in ref . ,, , , , useful in the of

man- . It is reported in its

ori'-T"l form .iproved and more complete

version
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have been at one tiine

j.spices of this contract

' iicrnct, 1953)

, beginning September, 1

2 [any o; ved u ion, and some only in

The . -^rt) three gradua:2

:.h for the

•^ authorship

_i3rsigned, ic .emembered

T e-t'.nt the results of a group effort.





ammendations for Fur ork

- .- .. — ^^_ part of our work has

suits were communi-

cated in a _„-.-^ .; of confe 3. . ..-..- _„ —.-, ^^^rtinent personnel at

Camp Detric" iired that they be presented in

form of papers. The following papers are at present under

consideration:

Effect of Heat Exchange on Evaporation (by I. I. Kolodner).

Free Boundary Problem for the Heat Equation, (For Par

P-- ^~ - Decay of Drops by Evaporation and Grov/th by

Condensation, (by I. I. Kolodner)

Part III - Evaporation and ^' '_--•-• -' -; ;

Me: . D. Ritger)

Part IV - On the Problem of Evans ' '
' - ''ranker)

I - The: I, Kolodner).

Use of Qur "
" " ""Iieories of Evapi-

and leller).

Some of these topics require further work^^ v/hich could
'

completed within reasonable time.





r-ua i'uc:.iCc-:;ioii3.

-ical RenoTtff

\ : Fir!3t
' -^ DA- 18 -064-

Uj and M. Weitz,

iiviw-i4 iU #186, Dec-

Keller J.

I'matic

"Instability of Liquid Surfaces

3". IMS-NYU yasZ, June 1952

Physi ' ' ''-''' ''"''' ^"54.)

m

.. Mar J. B. , I I id P. D. Ritger, "Dec

Drc ation and Growth by Conci

I "/ 1952.

Kolodner I. I, , "Decay of Drops by Evaporation", IMM-NYU #1S9

July 1953.

KolodiT- •^ " X .,..^,...-u.^^...i.v,.. on Con-:--^ -- -. _,„-CML-a860

?h en For\-n2.tion and Sub - Behavior

U i'^204, Jan- 54.

-- - T, I,, "On Jots ^-- —"''" ""1 by Conical NoEsles"

-NYU '^209, Ma,

ednsrl, I., and P itger, "Evaporation of t.

"

of Liquid Drops' . ^..io-NYU vy213, September lO-- -

rowth of 3ation",

0«

i.*"^ .,.,_ _., ^, , zbilit-^

of Drops . Part 12:

June 1956.

3S and the F
ined Theory". IMS-N

Bo Paps

[li] Kolodner L L "A Method for Solving the Heat Equatic-

Moving Bounda-ry Condition", Abatract #372 in :

• y
Math. Soc. , July 1953.

|i^ Kolodner I. I. "Functional Equations Involving Transfor

of "Bounded Variation". AbB^--— : in Proc . 'r: V
Congr. Amsterdam, Septem>- j4, p.





''13, Kclco-n.?r I. I. "F: oblem for the Heat
-on with /

Pure arte . :^jC(1-31), i.,^,,.

U-yJ Kolo.: I. "On E lities Involving

to Acta Math. ,
-^-.—'- "-----.- ,._,

Do ivlemc

='ar- a a Resi^i.

-: to Dr, G. C, Hunt, Camp
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